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FALCONS WIN FOURTH-STRAIGHT GAME

Tuesday
Vol.72 Issue 89
February 27,1990
Bowling Green, Ohio

Kizer provides spark off bench with career-high 13 points;
Game was more special than any other to Billy Johnson

...see Sports p.7

The Nation's Best College Newspaper

The BG News

BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Scholarship offered: The

Bowling Green Potpourri chapter of
the American Business Women's
Association is offering scholarships
for women students who are residents
of Wood or Henry counties.
Applications are available in the
admissions and financial aid offices,
and are due March 20.

NATION
Appeals rejected: The U.S.

military's general ban on
homosexuals survived two Supreme
Court appeals Monday. The court
rejected appeals by a woman denied
re-enlistment in the Army Reserve in
Wisconsin because she is a lesbian
and a California man released from
active duty in the Navy because he is
gay.
The court's refusal, without
comment, to review the Pentagon ban
leaves open the possibility the justices
could agree in some future case to
review a policy that says
"homosexuality is incompatible with
military service."

by Candice Hughes
Associated Press writer

MANAGUA, Nicaragua - President Daniel Ortega assured the world Monday the Sandinistas will
accept the voters' verdict and surrender power after
more than a decade to an opposition alliance formed
only six months ago.
"We leave victorious because the Sandinistas have
sacrificed, spilled blood and sweat, not to cling to
Sovernment posts, but to bring Nicaragua something
enied since 1821," he said in a dramatic dawn
speech broadcast nationwide.
Ortega spoke hours after it was clear the electoral
tide was against him and Violeta Barrios de Chamorro, publisher of the opposition newspaper La
Prensa, would be the next president of this battle-s-

carred nation, which has in the past decade become
one of the poorest in the Western Hemisphere.
"People wanted a change," she said as she headed
for a victory celebration at her campaign headquarters.
With 82 percent of the precincts counted, Chamorro had 633,357 votes, or 55.2 percent, to 468,040, or
40.8 percent for Ortega, the Supreme Electoral
Council said. The coalition also won a majority in the
National Assembly.
Chamorro is to take office April 25 and the transition could be difficult, given the bad blood between
winners and losers.
"It's going to be a bit harder than the normal transition," said Alfredo Cesar, one of Chamorro's
closest advisers and a former leader of the Contra
rebels. "That means the two sides ... will sit down
and make sure the transition is accomplished in a

peaceful manner."
There was elation at the White House. "In this year
of political change, democracy won another victory," President Bush said in a statement, and officials said lifting the U.S. economic embargo was
under discussion/
Under the Sandinistas, Nicaragua became a selfproclaimed revolutionary state and adopted portions
of Marxist and Leninist ideology to remake its economic and social structures. It won strong support
from the Soviet Union and Cuba, and was accused by
the United States of trying to foment a Communist
revolution in neighboring El Salvador.
The Sandinist loss to the UNO, which favors
Western-style representative government, followed
by months the movement toward democracy in a
several Soviet-aligned nations of East Europe and
democratization in the Soviet Union itself.

Committee
adopts new
reso ution
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

In an effort to speak out against racial incidents, the Faculty Senate Executive Committee recently adopted
unanimously a resolution condemning
all racially-motivated vandalism.
"The Senate Executive Committee
denounces and condemns in the
strongest possible terms these latest
acts of racially-motivated vandalism
and destruction of University property," the resolution states.
Benjamin N. Muego, secretary of
Faculty Senate ana author of the
resolution, said the purpose is to inform
the University community on the
committee's standing.
"We wanted to add our voice of Senate Executive Committee to the other
voices that have been raised in what
appears to be a resurgence racially
motivated incidents," Muego said.
The incident concerns racist slurs
written on a Black History Month bulletin board on the third floor of Lowry
Hall Feb 3. However, Muego said the
Q See Faculty Senate, page 3.

unaccoiriplishedHigh winds
and clouds forced NASA to abandon its
fifth attempt to launch the shuttle
Atlantis on a secret military mission
Monday morning, the most
postponements since the ill-fated
Challenger mission. Before the
mission was scrubbed at 2:31 a.m.,
forecasters had said there was only a
40 percent chance the shuttle could be
launched early Monday.

Education

praisedrPresident Bush offered
praise Monday to the nation's
governors for their work on education
and pledged to keep the subject "in
the forefront of America's agenda."
But some governors emerged from
the White House meeting complaining
that the president didn't back his
words with money.
"He seemed unaccountably
reluctant to make any
commitments," said Ohio Gov.
Richard Celeste, chairman of the
Democratic Governors' Association.

Effects of
storm to
be severe

STATE
Equipment donated: IBM

Corp. has agreed to donate $5 million
worth of equipment and computer
programming to Case Western
Reserve University to develop a
' prototype campus library
information network, the school
reported Monday.
The university stated it would
provide staff, facilities and support
services worth $1.6 million toward the
project, including about $700,000 from
a 1963 bequest from Martha Holden
'ennings.

by Jacqueline Porter

reporter

SPORTS
spring 1990 varsity volleyball team
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
Anderson Arena.
Anyone interested in trying out for
the squad must contact the volleyball
office at 372-2401 and pick up
necessary forms from the Anderson
Arena training room. These forms, in
addition to a physical examination,
must be completed before the try-out.
The team is also looking for a
manager for the 1990 spring season. If
interested, call 372-2401.

HISTORY
On this date: in 1982, the

wrestling team finished fifth in the
Mid-American Conference
championships, marking not only the
end of the season but the end of the
wrestling program. The sport lost
varsity status at the University due to
budget cuts.
Compiled from local and wire reports

High 35
Low20e

Sandinistas lose elections

Mission

Team tryouts: Tryouts for the

Weather

Courtesy the Key/Paul Vernon

A New Twist

Andrew Hansen, a sophomore in Sigma Phi Eplison, and Jenifer Slack, a sophomore in Delta Gamma, participate in Chi
Omegas first "Do it with a Twist" twister tournament. Twenty-two fraternities and sororities participated in the philanthropy
which raised S475 to benefit the Anorexia Aid Society.

Last week's ice storm may have had
only a temporary effect on Bowling
Green citizens, but the damage done to
trees will be more long-lasting.
The limb breakage caused immediate problems for the city, but the future problems for the trees could be
much more severe, according to
Robert C. Romans, associate professor
of biological sciences.
"The months of January and early
February were warm, so buds began to
form on the trees — when it got cold
suddenly it destroyed the new growths
on the trees," Romans said.
"The cold can be lethal to the buds
and make them nonfunctional," he
said. "Therefore, crops will be less
plentiful and there will be less flowerSee Ice Storm, page 3.

Baltics reject state Olscamp desires
of emergency bill an 'elite' library
by Ann Imse
Associated Press writer

MOSCOW — Legislators from the
Baltics and other independent-minded
republics Monday denounced a draft
law that would allow the Kremlin to
take over their governments by declaring a state of emergency.
Several deputies said the proposal is
even more dangerous because a separate bill on strengthening the presidency would permit the nation's leader

to declare a state of emergency on his
own.
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev is
seeking a law that would give him more
power to push through his program and
to halt riots and ethnic strife that have
been threatening his reforms.

Some progressives said such laws
must be carefully drawn to prevent "a
XJtion of totalitarianism." as legisYuri Afanasiev put it during Sunday's massive pro-democracy demonstration in Moscow.

by John Meola
staff writer

University President Paul Olscamp
wants the University to join an elite
club of 120 North American libraries
which counts the New York Public Library as one of its members.
No plans exist yet that would bring
the University's library up to the staffing and collection levels required to
join the American Association of

Research Libraries, said Christopher
Dalton, vice president of planning and
budgeting.
Olscamp said it would cost an additional $1 million a year for the library
to qualify. However, that funding has
yet to be approved.
Joining the AARL will bring the University closer to becoming a true
research institution — one of Olscamp's goals for Bowling Green.
O See Library, page 6.
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Smoking ban
protects rights
Holysmokes.
The smoking ban on domestic airplane
. flights which went Into effect Sunday has caused
much controversy — who wouldn't have expected
it?
Controversy aside, it was important for this ban
to be enacted.
It is no secret smoking causes cancer and other
lung-related diseases —even cigarette companies
carry the warnings on their products.
But while smokers say their rights are being violated, it is really the rights of non-smokers which
are being violated. Afterall, they have to inhale the
secondary smoke circulating through the plane.
The ban is really nothing new to those individuals
who are accustomed to travelling on flights of two
hours or less. These people have had to deal with
the federal smoking ban on such flights since 1968.
Now they just will have to deal with a ban which is
extended to 99.8 percent of all flights.
This new ban is not made to lust restrict the
smokers, but to preserve the health of those who
decide not to smoke and are subjected to that
smoke.
A short flight of a couple of hours will not make or
break a smoker — it may just cause a little discomfort.

Sacrifices made
in Shuttle movie
That's entertainment.
Hollywood has done it again by making a
real-life disaster an entertaining movie — this time
the focus was the Space Shuttle Challenger and not
Jessica McClure.
But for the sake of entertainment, the producers
seemed to think it was necessary for the shuttle
training and inspection program to look like complete fun and games.
With a serious issue such as the space program,
human intelligence, hard work and reality should
not be sacrificed for the sake of entertainment.
"Challenger" the movie is based on newspaper
and magazine articles and government reports. It
explains the problems between NASA ana Morton
Thiokol, the producer of the rocket boosters, which
could have prevented the disaster.
NASA officials and critics say the movie is accurate, but the accuracy of the story does not make up
for the portrayed incompetence of the engineers
and physicists.
If it takes an entertaining movie to get a point
across and to inform the public of the reason for the
disaster, then maybe exploiting disasters through
film is a good idea.
But the people in Hollywood need keep it realistic.
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Leader likely to find racism
After five years as school
superintendent in Rochester,
NY., Laval Wilson left for Boston in 1965 with bouquets from
nearly everyone in town.
On Feb. 13, the Boston School
Committee fired him.
When Henry P. Williams left
Rochester the same year to become deputy superintendent in
Roanoke, va., parents and
teachers honored him. He had
transformed a troubled junior
high school into an awardwinning magnet high.
Now Williams is superintendent of schools two hours down
the New York State Thruway, in
Syracuse. After a year on the
job, the Syracuse school board
wants to fire him.
Why have these AfroAmerican men, successes in one
city, landed in such hot water
elsewhere?
Both have majority-white
school boards. Both find themselves making accusations of
racism backed by black board
members.
Valid claims or not, their experiences should remind anyone
thinking of relocating to pick
your city carefully.
"Syracuse isn t Rochester,"

Allegations considered
negative campaigning
To the Editor:
I've recently had some mud
slung at me by another candidate and I feel obligated to respond to set the record straight.
First, I don't think that the students of this university will
stand for that kind of negative
campaigning. Second, I think
they're too smart to buy into the
distortions of the other candidates.
One candidate says I stole his
idea for a Textbook Exchange.
Reality shows that ever since
the initiation of the Faculty and
Course Evaluations Booklet,
this project has been on the burner as a follow-up project. Perhaps with a little bit of research,
or more experience, that other
candidate would have known
that.
As for the publishing of campus crime stats, those other
candidates aren't fooling
anyone. I made it clear when the
issue was being debated that
there may be political roadblocks in the way of this bill but

Green Harvest

Williams told me. "Rochester is
a very progressive city. (In
most places) the black superintendent is black first and then
he's a superintendent. He has to
always prove himself in ways
that the non-minority superintendent doesn't."

News
Analysis
by
Richard
Prince
guest
columnist
When Wilson went to Boston, a
dty where fierce battles over
busing in the 1970s gave it a
national image of racial intolerance, Wilson described himself
as "one ... who happens to be
black."
By the time the board voted to

buy out his contract, Wilson's
aloof neutrality had changed. He
described his firing as racist.
"Look at the 127 districts
where black superintendents
are," says Dr. Charles Moody of
the University of Michigan,
founder of an association of
black superintendents. "Except
for about 10, they are maiorityblack districts, in financial difficulty and where people have
given up hope."
Sounds familiar.
Still, you can't attribute all
these superintendents' problems
to racism, especially in Wilson's
case.
In Rochester, the school board
wanted a technocrat to overhaul
Its budget, to make such unpopular choices as closing schools
and to place education on the
public agenda.
Today a Laval Wilson would
never do. Now, parent involvement and decentralization
are the priorities—as in Boston.
Centralist, uncharismatic Wilson should have seen it coming.
Or maybe he did, and planned
for a secure retirement. This is a
man who said he wouldn't take
the $95,000 Boston job unless the
benefits were attractive enough,

that I supported it Had I truly Candidate 'steals'
opposed it, I would have vetoed
it. Furthermore, one glance at USG campaign ideas
the Student Body Constitution
will show that after a bill is
To the Editor:
passed in USG, it is the duty of
The American Heritage Dicthe president to enforce it and
make it work. If that is issue- tionary defines "plagiarism" as
hopping, I suggest we change "something that is plagiarized,"
and the definition of "plagiarDemocracy.
I refuse to comment on that ize" states, 'To steal and use
grape boycott except to say that (the ideas or writings of anno responsible officer for the other) as ones own. It would
government can vote on an issue seem that Mr. Coughlin has yet
without having adequate knowl- to grasp the above definition as
edge on it. It seems to me that AGAIN he has done exactly that.
the only people a grape boycott But this time, I feel I can not
will hurt are the people it is sup- remain silent while Mr. Coughposed to help; migrant farm lin attempts to "steal" and then
workers.
take complete credit for "the
The students of BGSU will not ideas... of another."
For some months now many of
stand for distortions that border
on defamation. It is easy to take us in USG were aware that John
shots at a candidate that has a Corrigan (a Senator now runrecord of achievement when all ning against me for USG Presione has done has filled a chair in dent) had written numerous letthe General Assembly cham- ters and made more phone calls
bers. For a candidate who's so- in a single handed attempt to
lution to improving safety is form and found the "Campus
"bigger lightDulbs," waging a Book Exchange" whereby stuwarln page two is an act of des- dents would form a co-op to buy
peration and students simply back and resell used books, to.
deserve better leaders than that. from and for students. And
though he is presently running
Kevin Coughlin
USG President
against me for president I find

after which businessmen offered
to pay for bis son's education at
Harvard.
Once in Boston, Wilson tried to
get an official house for himself,
even though voters had just rejected providing one for the governor and children were going
without books.
And what about those schoolchildren? Hispanics had the
highest dropout rate in Boston,
54 percent, but Wilson took two
years to agree to a Hispanic anti-dropout campaign.
Other people of color felt no
more comfortable with him. In a
1986 random survey of 176 AfroAmericans, a majority said Wilson didn't listen.
He spent the weekend after his
firing being interviewed for
superintendent in Miami/Dade
County, Fla. — another racially
tense community with an even
larger Hispanic population than
Boston's.
Whatever decision he makes,
he's likely to encounter racism.
But he 11 also encounter other
reactions. More than his race,
those will depend on whether he
C" i the right place at the right
. And whether he's learned
anything about humility.

no reason why I should "steal"
this "idea" from him and then
present it as my own as Mr.
Coughlin has done in his Feb. 22
column published in your newspaper.
Unfortunately this is not the
first time Mr. Coughlin has stolen the ideas or work of another.
Many are aware that he NOW
' i the uniform crime relegislation before the
» .louse, but how many are
aware that he STRONGLY opposed this same legislation when
it was proposed by (then) Senator Jenifer Joy Afrates? How
many are aware that he worked
to defeat Ms. Afrates bill, stating "I think the Adminstration is
really going to dig its heels in on
this one." How many are aware
that he has yet to give public
credit to Ms. Afrates for sponsoring the legislation he has now
even the impression that he
vored or sponsored. How
many students are aware of this
or would tolerate it if it did happen to their work or "ideas?"
Cralg K. Taliaierro
OCMB5459

■ by Vlllamor M. Cruz
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Bottled water demand rises
by Jackie Rosepal
reporter

The trickle of bottled water into campus
cafeterias, caused by student concern about
nitrate levels and water taste, has turned
into a waterfall due to increased student
demand.
Director of Food Services Jane Schimpf
said water sales started after the results of a
recent student survey showed a significant
interest in the availability of bottled water
on campus.
The first step to make purified water available was the placement of a glacier
machine in Chily's Snack Bar in Kreischer
Quadrangle, she said.
Michael Marcenelle, food service manager of Food Operations, said the glacier

machine, through the process of osmosis,
eliminates nitrates and nitrites to .001 percent — compared to distilled water where
the content is somewhat higher.
"I had a great interest in obtaining the
glacier machine," Marcenelle said. "After
investigating all aspects of the idea and talking it over with supervisors — we decided to
go with it."
The second step was the placement of various types of bottled water in all cafeterias
on campus.
Schimpf said the two types of bottled
water available — Evian Spring water and
Saratoga Sparkling water — are distributed
by Cotten Club Inc. of Cleveland.
The Evian non-carbonated water is the
top-seller for bottled waters, but the gallons
sold from the glacier machine are in greater
demand overall, Marcenelle added.

Flood destroys
university books

"Although the prices on campus may be
somewhat higher, the convenience of purchasing the water on campus, rather than
walking off campus, helps maintain sales,"
Marcenelle said.
He said he expects the water sales will
continue to improve and stay at a demanding level after the city's water goes back to
normal.
"Students are accustomed to purchasing
the water and are comfortable with the
taste," he said.
Sales have been so good that a second
machine will be placed on the opposite side
of campus in McDonald Dining Hall, Marcenelle said.
"The bottled water was on somewhat of a
trail basis, but since the demand has shown
an increase it looks like the water is here to
stay," Schimpf said.

byPaulVemon
reporter
Storybooks valued at more
than several thousand dollars
were destroyed when the
basement of the Center for
Popular Culture. 838 E. Wooster St.. flooded late Thursday
Seeping through the basement walls of the center, the
water did not stop until late
Friday afternoon, said Ray
Browne, chairman of the
popular culture department.
~Thta Is only the second
time this has ever happened," Browne said. "The
last time was about ten years
ago."
The books destroyed were
part of a 10,000-volume inventory stored in the center,
which are marketed internationally.
Browne said University in-

Essay contest highlights minority affairs
by Tara Ralnson
staff writer

Attempting to make the University minority students more
aware of the library, the Libraries and Learning Resources
Minority Affairs Committee is
sponsoring an essay contest on
the library's role in minority affairs.
The contest, titled "The Role

of the Libraries in Confronting
Cultural Conflicts at BGSU," is
one of many events sponsored
by the committee throughout the
year, said committee member
and Library Associate Jean
Geist.
The Minority Affairs Committee is a library standing committee established to reach out
to minority students, Committee
Co-chairman Cliff Glaviano
said.

The committee also hopes to
learn what University students
think the committee should do to
further minority affairs, Goldstein said.
The contest is open to all Uni-

versity students, and will be
judged by three library faculty
and staff members. The entry
deadline is March 2 and winners
will be announced April 20 at a
reception in the Jerome Library
conference room.
"The reception will be a kickoff to National Library Week,"
Geist said.
The winner will receive $100 in
University Bookstore gift certificates with $50 going to second
place and $25 for third place.

ches cause breakage.
"The branches Dreaking are
nature's way of pruning trees —
when they become old or brittle
the tree discards them,"
Romans said.
The older sections of town,
which contained large trees, ex-

Eirienced the greatest damage,
Irector of Public Works William Blair said.
The continued cleanup of
limbs will take another three to
five weeks, depending on the
weather, and will continue until
everything is back to normal,

Blair said.
"Normally, we require residents to bundle the limbs into
four-feet sections, but because
of the storm, this is not required," Blair said. "We will
haul all the branches the resident is able to drag to the curb."

The contest is an attempt "to
make students — especially
minority students — more
aware of the library," said Susan Goldstein, library technical
assistant and member of the
Minority Affairs Committee.

Ice Storm
D Continued from page 1.
ing trees."
Trees with horizontal branches are generally not damaged,
but trees with vertical branches
are more susceptible to weather
damage, he said, explaining the
weight and angle of the bran-
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a

RALLY

Hall are in no way connected to
a resident adviser's door being
set on fire in Mooney Hall.
Paula Wright, acting director
of minority relations in residential services, worked on the investigation and said the two incidents have never been connected.
"The arson of the RA's door
had nothing to do with race, it
was just men on his floor that
did not get along with him,"
Wright said.

Alpha Gamma Delta

The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta
Congratulate Their 1990
Junior Executive Officers

E
F

D Continued from page 1.
resolution encompasses all acts
of racially-motivated vandalism
including last semester's vandalism of the Women's Studies
office.
"This resolution was not adopted with the idea of stopping
these acts from happening again
— even the law cannot do that,"
he said.
In addition to condemning racial violence, the resolution also
states the slurs found in Lowry

Endorsed by:
Black Sludeni union. Progressive Siudeni Organ.. Peace
Coaliiion, vvomens studies. BG News. Panhellenlc Council.
LAGA. Lavender Triangle

expires 3/17/90

c3

Faculty Senate

Thursday, March l
Amphitheater,
Student Services Building
6 p.m. - Rally
7 p.m. - March

RING BREAK TANNING SPECIAL

Alpha Gamma Delta

surance will cover the damage beyond a $500 deductible.
Maintenance officials told
Browne the water was coming in because the ground
outside was so saturated from
the weather.
When the water started
seeping through it was coming in at a rate of about one
gallon every minute, he said.
But, by 9:30 Friday morning,
it had slowed down to about
one gallon every 10 to IS
minutes, he said.
University officials are
contemplating installing a
sump pump in the basement
to prevent future problems,
he said.
Browne said custodial
workers were in the basement most of Thursday night
and all day Friday trying to
remove water and minimne
damage and monitored the
condition of the basement
during the weekend.

and

get your deposit down.

Rental Office 400 East Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon - Fri 9 - 5 Sat. 10 - 3

I ive I lili'i I .1 mim-til
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4-4-0 E. Court

1352-9638 or 354-0056
NEW HOURS
Sun.-Wed.

U:00 A.M.-2:00 A.M.

Ihurs.l ri.Siil.

ll:0O A.M.-3:O0 A.M.

* IMPORTS ON DRAFT *
IRELAND
CANADA
GERMANY
ENGLAND

Cuion«« Stout
LabMUBIi*
Moowhud
WinWnei
Woodp«ditr CkStt
B.>s PaW Ak

• $4.50 Smorg., 11 am-9pm. All you can eat soup,
salad & pizza, Tues., Fri., & Sun.
• We Gladly Accept Visa, Master Card, A Personal
Checks.
• February Special-B.B.Q. Chicken »■/ Colby Cheese
(My $1.99 (inside only).

• Please Tip Your Delivery Person

• Tickets For The Uaaaerick Rakes Band on Sale
Now For March 14th.

SPECIAL COUPON PRICES

0
M

352-9135

I Campus
Pollyeyes

s

3.50

%

Two 12 Inch one
Item Pan Pizzas
Extra Itemi '.90
A • 12.80 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon explrea 2/28/90

Any Small
10 Inch Pan Pizza
With One Item
Extra Items '.70

A '5.20 Value

POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 2/28/90

s

7.00

Any Large
14 Inch Two Item Pan Pizza
& One Quart of Coke
Extra Items '1.20
A '10.00 Value
POLLYEYES PIZZA
coupon expires 2/28/90
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Business studies
offered in France
by Marit Henrikeen
reporter

Learning about international
business may best be accomplished by experiencing it and
the Nantes exchange program
Sves students the chance to do
at
The program takes place at

courtesy The Key/Eric Mull

Night Runner
A female University student makes her way in front of the Administration Building Monday night.

your

FALCON

TEAW

UJ€€KDHV SPCCIRLS ■
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Only
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Only
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OF WINGS
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UniGraohics
211 W«tt Hall

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Leasing for Fall 1990

EAT A.T SPOT'S
FREE DELIVERY

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Furnished Apartments.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
3700 + Gas and Electric Monthly

EVERYDAY

H:O0 a.m. IO 2:O0 a.m.
125 E. COURT
352-SPOT
Now Open Until 2:30 a.m on Fri. & Sal.

Bold
Brilliant
Color Copies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

372-7418

V

Greenbriar, Inc. 352-0717

224 E Wooster'

Pheasant Room Specials

Renderings
Illustrations
Storyboards
Portfolios
Photographs
Transparencies
Menus
Announcements
Certificates
Newsletters

Sunday Brunch Buffet - $5.75
Monday
Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00
Tuesday - Steak Night
Wednesday
All You Can Eat Spaghetti - $4.00
Thursday
All You Can Eat Ribs - $4.00
Hours:
Sunday
Mon.-ThuT.

the copy center

113 Railroad St.

12-2 pm
11:30am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm-7:00 pm
11:30am-1:30 pm

Friday
coupons, cash &
charge accepted

kinko-s

Open 7 Days
354-3977

"Bank One in Dayton just,
hired eight people, and two of •
them were students from the U-;
niversity who had been on the
summer program," Chittle said. •

425 Court Street Apartments

f GET AN EXTRA >h DOZEN WINGS "J
I WITH PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE |
IORUER OF HOT. BRQ. OR WISEGUY)
WINGS WITH THIS COUPON
j
L _ _ _ CjQI^Ur^^£l K KS4/l/90_ _ _ J

352-5166
Ffl€C DCUVCAV

For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

"Issues that will be discussed
in the course include the implication of the changes in Eastern
Europe and changes in Europe
after 1992," Chittle said.
Courses such as Enviroment
of International Business and
Strategy of International Business, are now offered on the
graduate level, Chittle said.

THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DE/MX\(W\ SUPEH SI'ECIAL_

pg58^tos

It's All Here
in
Black & White.

schools in France, economics
ErJuate assistant Samir Elal said, and is located in
Nantes, a town on the west coast
of France.
Charles Chittle, professor of
economics, said students also
will get an opportunity to visit
institutions of the European
community in Brussels, Belgium.
Undergraduate students arc
required to attend three courses
— European Background and
Civilization, the European
Economic Community and
European Financial Environment — but it is not necessary to
nave a business background to
go through the courses.

"In addition to the courses,
the graduate students take an
introductory course in French
and they participate in course
projects." he said.
During their stav, students
live with a French host family,
which helps them understand
the French culture, El-Assal
said.
Amy Krick. senior business
major, went abroad through the
program last year, and said living with a French family was
the best learning experience she
had during the program.
"I became more aware during
the program (and) when I read
the paper now, I find I am more
interested in what is going on
outside the U.S.," she said.
Lectures were conducted by
professors from Germany,
France and Great Britain, Krick
said.
'"The foreign professors were
very intense ana they expected
you to study a lot," she said.
Chittle said the 10-year-old
program not only helps students
Improve themselves, but is also
beneficial in creating more job
opportunities.
''It's a real cultural experience," he said. "But the program has also been a major factor in setting (students) jobs
after college.

Located in the University Union

CANCUN, MEXICO
SPRING BREAK "90"
MAR 17-MAR 24, 1990
EL BATAB
$429

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

MARGARITA

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

VILLAS MARLIN
TERRAMAR

(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

$459
$499
$499

AQUAMARINA
$529
PLAZA LAS GLORIAS '

$529

INTER CONTINENTAL

$549

CARIBBEAN PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

BOOK NOW
LIMITED SPACE
SPRING BREAK IS JUST AROUND
THE
CORNER
BASED ON QUAD OCCUPANCY

AIR ONLY $289

ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM COLUMBUS TO CANCUN, MEXICO.
ROUNDTRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS TO HOTEL.
7 NIGHTS HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS.
WELCOME DRINK & ONE HOUR TEQUILA PARTY.
FREE ADMISSION TO NIGHT CLUBS.
BEACH PARTIES S BEACH OLYMPICS.
PIRATES NIGHT CRUISE. (OPTIONAL)
ALL HOTEL TAXES, ENERGY SURCHARGE, S
MAID GRATUITIES INCLUDED.
ON LOCATION PROFESSIONAL TOUR ESCORTS

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

in ■■■■mi-.,

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

DESTINATION TOURS

'(iiiiuimiiihiii'

<4m

,

■

4bn

DESTINATION

800-283-8767
>4eV
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Jackson may seek presidency

Tomorrow's silk may be spiders'

Weather blamed In 1-75 plleup

WASHINGTON (AP) — Jesse L. Jackson announced Monday he
will not run for mayor of the "dispirited" nation's capital but he refused to rule out a third bid for the Democratic presidential nomination in 1992.
"I want to continue to serve, but not as mayor," Jackson said. "At
present I believe that I may best serve by continuing work at a
national level to change the direction of this country."
Jackson's political plans have been the subject of much conjecture
since he moved to the District of Columbia last April. Speculation
about a Jackson mayoral candidacy increased after Mayor Marion
Barry's arrest last month on a cocaine possession charge and subsequent enrollment in a substance abuse treatment program.
"You have to almost predict a rerun of '88," said John White, a
former national party chairman who advised Jackson in the late
stages of his 1988 presidential bid.
Jackson said he would continue to support the district's efforts to
become a state, but he also said his Rainbow Coalition would press
for action on issues at the national level, including changes in federal tax law, increased voter registration and expanding the federal
government's housing programs.
Jackson did not rule out another bid for the White House in 1992.
"It's premature," the civil rights leader said. "We won't rule It in,
but it's not the season for it."
A top Jackson aide, who spoke on condition of anonymity, also
suggested Jackson's current plans could provide a springboard for
another presidential effort.
"It's too early to tell, too early to tell," the aide said. "But if we
pull statehood, these other things together, it gives us a lot of ways to
jump, and another national campaign is certainly one."
Jackson said his decision not to run was made difficult by "the respect we have ... for the many people who have encouraged us to
run."
"The district is divided and dispirited," Jackson said. "I want to
be a part of the healing process. My desire is to serve and uplift."

BOSTON (AP) — Until recently, the Army has kept quiet about a
scientist's success in engineering the gene for spider silk into a bacteria that produces a fiber stronger than a silkworm's silk — indeed,
far stronger than steel.
Now the secret is out.
The military hopes to use the new fabric for bulletproof vests,
helmets, parachute cords and other strong, light equipment. And the
folks on New York's Seventh Avenue may want to take notice — silk
stockings may come back, too.
The suk industry has long relied on the costly and time-consuming
farming of silkworms, a cultural and commercial tradition in China
and Japan, where the creatures have been domesticated for centuries.
But the mass production of spider silk may someday mean a decline in the cost of commercial silk, according to Stephen Lombard!,
the 28-year-old civilian molecular biologist credited with the invention.
"Right now they're still using the old way of doing it, with a lot of
man hours spent babysitting silkworms, Lombardi said. "This
8 is very simple and cheap. Our intent was to mass produce
le quantities of silk cheaply and there's no reason why the genIblic shouldn't have access to the technology."
That technology refers to Lombardi's success In isolating the gene
that produces silk in the Golden Orb weaver spider and engineering
the gene into bacteria. The bacteria in turn produces a spider silk
protein.
Until now, spiders have never been an efficient source of silk production. Unlike silkworms, they have not been domesticated and
rarely can be kept alive long enough to produce quantities of silk.
But with Lombardi's process, no spiders are needed.
Jack Shamash, president of the New York-based Shamash and
Sons, the country's largest silk importers, says the idea that spider
silk could replace silkworms is "a lot of nonsense."

PIQUA, 0. (AP) — There is no evidence to suggest that anything
other than icy roads and snow caused a fiery pueup in which nine
people were killed last weekend near Tipp City, a State Highway Patrol off icial said Monday.
The accident, which involved at least 35 vehicles, occurred Saturday at 4:05 p.m. in the northbound lanes of Interstate 75 just south of
Tipp City in southwest Ohio.
Patrol Lt. Dan Dickerson said the roadway had become Icecovered and that high winds blowing snow across the roadway resulted in a "whiteout."
"Some vehicles lost control on the ice and collided," Dickerson
said at a news conference. "From there, other vehicles attempted to
slow and were struck in the rear, and the chain reaction just continued on from there."
A fire started as some point during the chain reaction.
"We had the worst of a lot of conditions that came together," be
said.
Although Dickerson said there is no evidence at this time that anything other than weather conditions were factors in the crash, the
patrol's investigation will be turned over to the Miami County prosecutor's office.
According to the patrol, five Ohioans and four Canadians died in
the weekend accident, which also left at least 47 people injured.
The Ohioans were identified as Mark T. Nordquist, 19, of Tipp
City; Thomas E. Ervin, 18, of Novelty; Paul E. Obencwr, 5iof Dunkirk; Janet L. Obenour, 47, of Dunkirk; and Kimberly D. whittenberger, 4, of Sidney.
The Canadians were identified as Anna T. Karsemeister, 82, and
Bastina Moolenbeck, 76, both of Cambridge, Ontario; and Nora Renton, 76, and Herman Renton, 84, both of Bala, Ontario.
Several people injured in the accident remained hospitalzed Monday. At Miami Valley Hospital in Dayton were Barbara L. King. 43,
of Fairfield, in critical condition; her son Jacob B. King, 13, serious
condition; and Dianah R. Smith, 22, of Sidney, serious condition.

Support your
favorite
FALCON TEAM!

C^xotic female
oUanceri
21 8 over M cover
18-19-20 '3 cover
9pm-12am
Every Wednesday

DJ's TAVERN
809 S. Main

Celebrate
St. Patrick's Day
with

Campus Pollyeye.
LeLimmerickRakes
(John Connelly Band)
on March 14th

|
\
1

|

call early for
reservations.
Tickets on sale
Nowl
Call 352-9638

WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...

©1990MST

Announcing an offer
designed to save money
for people who are,
well, a bit long-winded
when it comes to,
you know, talking on
the phone, and who,
quite understandably
don't want to have
to wait till after 11pm
togetadealon
long distance prices.

*&*

won
■HEVE GOT THE PUCE and THE HEBCHAMKf

893-0241

If you spend a lot of time on the phone, the A7STReach Out America Plan could save you a tot on your long
distance bill. And you don't have to stay up late to do it. Starting at 5 pm, the AT&TReach Out America Plan takes
an additional 25% off our already' reduced evening prices.
lb find out more, call us at 1800 REACH OUT, ext. 4093.
And don't worry well keep it brief.
KWhTF
Discount applies 10 ou of star calls direct dialed S10 pen. Sunday today
This service may not be available in all residence halls.

The right choice.
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New evidence found Graduates declining
Comments made on '60 Minutes' could free 'Ivan the Terrible'
by Krirt UmbrcH
Aaodated Press wril«r

CLEVELAND - A relative of
convicted Nazi death camp
guard John Demjanjuk said
Monday a new piece of evidence
could be a turning point in the
effort to help Demjanjuk overturn his death sentence in Israel.
Edward W. Nishnic, Demjanjuk's son-in-law in Cleveland,
said the new evidence involves
comments made by a 70-yearold Polish woman who knew an
''Ivan the Terrible" but said
that Demjanjuk was not his last
name.
Demjanjuk, who was accused
of being ''Ivan the Terrible,"
says he is a victim of mistaken
identity.
Mention of the woman was
made Sunday in a segment of
"60 Minutes," which reviewed
Demjanjuk's case.
Nishnic said be called U.S.
Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., a

Youngstown, 0., Democrat who
is interested in the evidencegathering aspect of Demjanjuk's case, on Monday to ask for
help in getting information from
the woman and anyone else in
the village where she lives.
Traficant has called a news
conference for Tuesday morning
in Washington to respond to the
new information.
Demjanjuk was accused of
operatinga gas chamber in Treblinka, Poland, where about
850 000 Jews were killed in 1942
and 1943. The Israeli Supreme
Court is scheduled to hear Demjanjuk's appeal May 14.
"I believe that it's a very
great development as far as '60
Minutes' being able to reach this
lady," said Nishnic, who heads a
Demjanjuk defense fund. "This
maybe the turning point in the
case."

of Treblinka atrocities. He immigrated to the United States
after World War II and lived a
quiet life in a suburb of Cleveland, where he worked at an automobile plant until his retirement.
In a 1987 trial in Israel, he was
identified by Treblinka survivors as being the man known as
"Ivan the Terrible."

The Ukrainian-born Demjanjuk, 69, has said he was in two
German prisoner-of-war camps
during the time he was accused

Dudez, who refused to speak
on camera, reportedly said the
"Ivan" she slept with was
named Ivan Marczenko.

NEWLOVE
RENTALS

A list by the Polish War
Crimes Commission, in Warsaw, of Ukrainian guards that
served at Treblinka includes the
name Ivan Marczenko but not
Ivan Demjanjuk, the report
said.

EHAND

CINEMA 5
1234 NORTH MALL ST.

* 2 bedroom furnished apts.
* Located right by campus
* FREE water and sewer

REVENGE

R

K«vwi Co«mwr Anthony Qul
930pm Only

MADHOUSE

PG-13

John Larroqowtt* Kirttkw AMy
4 30, 7:00. 9.00
Matthew Brocl»rk:k Morgan Ft—mm
4:4ft, 7:1ft. 9:3ft

* Laundry facilities

SKI PATROL
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4:60, 7:30, 0.25

* Private parking

STANLEY & IRIS

PG-13

Jan* Fonda Robert DINaro
2 26. 4 4fi. 7 20

HARD TO KILL

328 S. Main

COLUMBUS (AP) - A declining number of
graduating high school students may force
tome public and private colleges to oe less
selective in admitting students - at least for
the next few years.
Ohio's data of 1990 is expected to number
about 11M0O, down from 125.0M last year. The
number of each year's seniors is expected to
decline through the mid-1990s, meaning enrollment at many colleges and universities also
could drop.
"It puts the buyer more in the driver seat,"
said Fred Weed, admissions director at Capital
University in Columbus. "Students may well
find themselves getting into places they would
not have been accepted last year, when there
was a larger pool of applicants."
Applications to public colleges and universities are down 4 percent to 23 percent from last
year. Private colleges are seeing S percent to 16
percent fewer applications.
Ohio State University expects its total number of applications to be about 10 percent less
than the 19,000 it received last year. But it
foresees no problem in meeting its goal of enrolling 6,900 new freshmen in the fall

"60 Minutes" reported that
Ukrainian guards from Treblinka often went to a village
about a mile from the camp to
visit and to buy vodka. The report said a man known locally as
Ivan Grozny — Polish for "Ivan
the Terrible" —made regular
visits to the unidentified village.
During the visits, be had sex
with Maria Dudez, the program
said.

CINEMARK THFATRES

507 EAST MERRY

Colleges look for new ways to attract limited applicants

352-5620

Stephan Seaoall
4 40 7 10 0-10

Library
D Continued from page 1.
Since becoming president,
Olscamp has wanted the University to join the association,
according to Dean of Libraries
RushMUIer.
"I certainly would not object
to AARL status for this university," he said. "The library would
significantly be more able to
meet the needs of students and
faculty and that's a worthy ambition."
Miller said membership in the
association is based "on a complex mathematical formula,"
which considers the library's
staffing, size, number of collections and the number of doctoral
programs in the University.
"They want like institutions as
themselves," he said.
The AARL considers the number of doctoral programs in the
University to determine
whether or not the library is a
research library.
"You cannot have a true

Lighten your
by cany"
Even if you're up to
your eyebrows in homework, you needn't carry
the world on your
shoulders.
Not with a Macintosh
computer on your desk.
Think of an assignment that weighs heavily
on your mind right now—
say, a term paper. With
Macintosh, you can bring
instant order to the jumble
of notes, scribbles, quotes,
and excerpts that'll go
into your paper. You can
quickly draft an outline,
change the order of topics,
and jot down related ideas
at will.

"If we are down S to 4 percent, that is one
thing. If we are down 15 to 20 percent, it is another," admissions director James J. Mager
said. "We will decide later in the spring how serious the problem is and what we might want to
Colleges and universities have turned to
marketing; as they prepare for fewer high
school seniors.
^^
"We have been working harder on getting our
name out to the students. You have to," said
Judy Dalambakis, associate director of admissions at the University of Cincinnati.
The number of fall applicants to Cincinnati is
down about 4.2 percent, but the number of students aimTnning that they plan to attend is 48
percent higher than last year at this time," she
said.
Some universities have stepped up recruiting
through letters and telephone calls to prospective students.
•"-I—
"It is the year of personal contact," said
Richard F. Boyden, director of admissions at
Denlson University in Granville, where applications are down about 15 percent.

research university without a
significant research library,"
Miller said. "Conversely, you
cannot have a research library
without a research university."
In meeting the criteria for
membership, the University's
library may face a shortage of
space. Miller and Olscamp said
several solutions would be considered.
"Down the line somewhere we
are going to run out of space so
we are starting to plan now,"
Olscamp said. "Owens-Illinois
had given a computer center to
the University of Toledo and
ourselves. Joint development of
that site didn't work out so we
bought it from UT and now use it
for storage of rare book collections."
"We may end up with a shortterm problem, but I see no longterm problem," Miller said.
Aside from visiting privileges
for faculty and graduate students, membership in the AARL
will bring prestige to the University, Olscamp said.

"If Bowling Green is to be
recognized as a national educational resource, then it is important for us to prove it by qualifying for membership in these associations," he said. "It proves
that we are competitive with the ;
very best. It's one thing to be'
nationally known and another '
thing to be nationally recognized."
Yet, membership is still a long way away.
Miller said it would take four
years before the University
would be considered and Dalton
said the funding issues haven't.
been considered in any budget
committee meetings.
And even if the University
does meet the basic criteria,
there is no guarantee it would be
admitted. Miller said a university similar to Bowling Green that
made the criteria was denied
admission last year.
"It is strictly membership by
invitation," he said.
Olscamp, however, is optimistic.

xtaunit

Then you start to
write. You don't like the
way you phrased a paragraph? No problem—try
something new, without
erasing or retyping a word.
Want to move the second
page of your first draft to
the tail end of your last
draft? It only takes
a few seconds.
With Macintosh,
you can also have
your paper
]

proofread in a minute or
If you don't believe it,
two. And you can illustrate stop by the location listed
it with professional
below and see Macintosh
looking drawings and
for yourself. You'll wonder
graphs, even if you don't
how you ever carried a
know a T-square from a
semester without one.
T-bird.
And here's the
The power to be your best.'"
clincher: You can learn to
do all of these things—all
of them—in less time than
you might spend studying
For further information
for a Monday morning
call
372-7724 or stop by
quiz. Starting Sunday.
Hayes Hall
Computer Services Lab
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Sports Tuesday
Kizer, BG dump Eastern in OT
F«bfuofy J7, MO

7

Bowling Or**n ••vcrog*, Inc.

Andy
Woodard

by Mark Huntebrinker
sports writer

YPSILANTI, Mich. - Derek
Kizer isn't the type of player
who draws a lot of attention.
He won't awe anyone with his
offensive prowess and has the
numbers to back that fact.
Instead, the 6-foot-4 junior
does the "little" things
that don't
catch the eye
— like provide
pressure on
the defensive
end of the
floor.
But Saturday afternoon Kizer
at Eastern
Michigan's Bowen Fieldhouse, it
was Kizer who provided a major
offensive spark in a 65-60 Bowling Green overtime victory.

Johnson
plays well
as brother
watches
YPSILANTI, Mich. — Billy
Johnson has a dream.
It has nothing to do with Bowling Green defeating Kent State
this Saturday, though.
It also has nothing to do with
the Falcons winning the MidAmerican Conference tournament in two
weeks.
In fact, in
terms of wins
and losses, it
has nothing to
do with college
basketball at
all.
Billy Johnson's dream is Johnson
to play basketball with his brother someday.
Doesn't sound too difficult,
you say. It will be harder than it
seems.
Johnson's 23-year-old brother,
Calvin Johnson Jr., was in a
life-threatening automobile accident late last summer.
"He wasn't expected to make
it," the BG guard said. "He fell
asleep behind the wheel and was
thrown something like 300 feet
out of the car. They had to do
brain surgery.
"He was comatose for more
than a month and we all prayed
over his hospital bed. It took a
lot of prayer, but deep down inside I always knew he'd pull
through."
Calvin Johnson hasn't fully
recovered. But Saturday afternoon, he was able to make the
short trek from his Romulus,
Mich., home to nearby Ypsilanti
to watch his brother play
against conference foe Eastern
Michigan.
In a wheelchair, Calvin Johnson sat behind the Bowling
Green bench.
"I was really up for this
fame," said Johnson, adding his
rother was one of nearly 50
family members and friends on
hand. "I finally got to see my
brother. He finally got to come
see a game and I was really
pumped up.
"Just to play in front of my
brother..." His voice trailed off.
That's understandable.
His story is heart-wrenching
and heart-warming — at the
same time. And it makes one
wonder how Johnson played so
well in the Falcons' 65-60 overtime win.
Johnson scored a game-high
20 points, including six in the
critical extra period.
Late in the second half with
the Falcons trailing, he tried to
make something happen at the
offensive end when no other shot
was there.
"We were in the passing game
and working the ball around
pretty good, he said. "Finally
we got it to a point where one
side was cleared out and it was
like a one-on-one move.
"I thought if I could make the
one-on-one move I would get
fouled or get the bucket."
At times in the second half and
overtime, Johnson, who also had
eight rebounds and two assists,
was the Falcons' top offensive
player on the floor.
BG head coach Jim Larranaga played a more defensive
lineup because of Eastern's
offensive prowess and his own
team's foul trouble.
"I didn't feel any pressure because we have a lot of great defensive players on the team," he
said. "But they can also do it on
the other end. They might not be
known for putting the ball in the
hole, but they can."
Still, the contest wasn't an
easy one for Johnson, who has
been known to play at too fast a
pace in the past.
He said he had to calm himself
because his brother was watching.
"I was sitting in the lockerroom thinking about it and trying not to get too emotional," he
said. "I just had to come out and
play my game."
D See Woodard, page 8.

The Toledo Bowsher product
scored a career-high 13 points,
including 6 of 7 shooting from
the field! Kizer didn't forget to
Elay his typical defensive role,
owever, as he recorded a key
steal on the Hurons' last possession of regulation.
Kizer said he takes pride in his
defensive ability.
"That's what I was recruited
here for," he said. "Coach relies
on me to play defense, and I feel
that great defense creates easy
offense and that's a plus for us.
As for Saturday's atypical
offensive production?
"Today, I felt I was in the flow
of things and got a lot of
layups, Kizer said.
Billy Johnson said Kizer's
contribution was immeasurable.
"He was towering over everybody," Johnson said. "He was
playing like a man among boys,
and that iust inspired the whole
team and really got us pumped
up."

courtesy The Key/Eric Mull
Sophomore forward Tom Hall makes an outlet pass during the Falcons' 65-60 overtime win against Eastern
Michigan on Saturday. Sophomore guard Kirk Whiteman (bottom) tries to avoid contact on the play. BG, now
winners of five-straight games, plays at Kent State this Saturday.

Johnson did some contributing
of his own. Playing in front of at
least 50 family members and
friends, the junior guard scored
20 points, many of which came
in clutch situations.
On the whole, however, the
game didn't take on the personality of one that featured the
Mid-American Conference's top
two offenses. BG was averaging
a conference-best 79 points per
game coming in, while EMU's 76
• was second-best,
espite being the two highest

scoring teams in the conference,
it was more of a cat-and-mouse
game to see who could be more
patient and get better shots,"
BG head coach Jim Larranaga
said.
With the score tied at 44-all
with seven minutes to play in
regulation, the Hurons seemed
to take control of the game by
scoring five-straight points, giving them their biggest lead of
the game at the 5:07rnark.
But the Falcons came charging back behind the offensive
support of Johnson and Joe
Moore. The duo combined for
the next eight BG points, including an acrobatic tip-in by Moore
that cut the Hurons' lead to 52-50
with 2:38 remaining.
Clinton Venable, who sat out a
good portion of the second half
with four fouls, made good on
two free throws with 31 seconds
left to tie the game at 54. Following Hurons' timeouts at the 24
and 10 second marks, Kizer stole
the ball as Lorenzo Neely drove
to the basket
In the overtime, the Falcons'
Tom Hall received an elbow in
the face as he grabbed a defensive rebound with 47 seconds left
and the visitors holding a 59-56
lead.
Having to take a seat on the
bench due to a broken nose,
Hall, a 51 percent foul shooter,
was replaced by Steve Watson,
an 86 percent free-throw
shooter. Watson proceeded to
make both ends of the one-andone to virtually seal the victory.
The Falcons ran to a 13-3 lead
early on, only to see that lead
dwindle to three at halftime.
Lan-anaga said BG took its success in the opening minutes for
granted.
"We were victims of our own
success," he said. "We started
to believe that everything that
we threw up would go in, and
obviously we are at our best
when we work for good shots."
Neely scored 16 points for
EMU, while Mark Hughes and
Chris Pipken added 10 apiece.
For BG, Watson followed
Johnson and Kizer with 10
points.
The win raised the Falcons'
record to 18-8 overall, « in the
conference, while the Hurons
dropped to 16-12 overall, 7-8 in
theMAC.

Women down EMU leers split with Huskies
16th-straighttime
See related story page 8.
by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

YPSILANTI, Mich. - Road
games for the women's basketball team lately have been nothing short of thnll-a-minute.
For a team who was struggling to find an identity at the
outset of the season, a fitting title may now be The Comeback
Kids — at least on the road.
For the fourth time this season
the Falcons stormed into another Mid-American Conference
arena and snuck away with a
one or two point victory.
Their latest come-frombehind effort came Saturday at
the expense of Eastern MichiC which saw an 11-point halflead turn into a 6947 Falcon win in a matter of 20
minutes.
With 15:48 to play in Bowen
Field House, Eastern's Kelly
Hebler hit a 15-foot jumper for
two of her team-high 20 points to
Eut the Hurons up by 13 —their
iggest lead of the game.
From there, Bowling Green
mounted a comeback with a
most unlikely line-up.
Freshmen Jenny Kennedy
(point guard), Andrea Nordman
(forward) and Judit Lendvey
(forward) joined seniors Tecca
Thompson (swing player) and
Angie Bonner (center).
'I really thought the two
seniors kept us going in the right
direction and then we had a
tremendous day from some people coming off the bench," head
coach Fran Voll said.
Bonner scored four of her
game-high 31 points and Thompson scored four of her 16 in the
next five minutes to pull BG
within eight at the 10:02 mark.
Four minutes later, Kennedy
drove the lane and one-handed
an eight-foot shot to cut EMU's
lead to 59-57 with 6:31 to go.
"I wanted to make a differ-

ence on the team and this was
my chance to do it," Kennedy
said. "I figured it was now or
never."
After Bonner tied the game at
59-all with an inside hoop from a
Thompson assist, Nordman
gave the Falcons their first lead
of the afternoon following another assist from Thompson,
who had a game-high four.
But with two minutes left,
Eastern's Frances McCowain
(12 points, six rebounds) hit two
straight snots to put the Hurons
back on top, 67-65.
But Bonner wasn't through.
In the final 1:15, the BG center
would score the last four points
of the game to lift the Falcons to
their 16th consecutive win over
the Hurons.
"It looked like it (the streak
over EMU) was going to stop at
15 games," Voll said.
This program is on the build
and their young kids played us
particularly tough today," the
coach added.
The game was indeed a tale of
two halves.
In the game's opening 20
minutes, BG shot 37 percent
from the field while Eastern was
hitting at a 58 percent clip. The
result was a 40-29 Huron lead at
the intermission.
Bonner hit four of six attempts
from the floor and Lenvay was
two of four in the first half. No
other Falcon made more than
one shot.
Turning the ball over 14 times
in the first half didn't help,
either.
"We knew we had better get
our act together quickly," Bonner said. "We had to be more
aggressive and pull together and
play like we knew we could."
BG got a chance to let the aggression run wild as Voll called
for the full court press in the
second half.
Eastern didn't respond and
D See Win, page 8.

ST. CLOUD, Minn. — With conference play
completed, some might have thought the
hockey team's weekend twinbill with St. Cloud
was nothing more than a precursor to the
playoffs, a tune-up for post-season play.
Yet BG's last regular-season series was far
from a scrimmage as it split the non-conference
affair, winning 8-5 Saturday after falling in
overtime, 3-2 Friday.
Though BG entered the series with an apparent advantage on paper, at least from a record
standpoint, it found the Huskies competitive on
the National Hockey Center ice.
"They were a little more formidable than we
expected," Falcon coach Jerry York said.
Still, it was BG (23-13-2 overall) which was
formidable Saturday, scoring five first-period
goals, four of them past freshman goaltender
Jeff Kruesel, to give it a 5-1 advantage after the
first 20 minutes.
The Falcons held a 7-2 lead with less than a
minute remaining the second period, but allowed SCSU (15-19-2) to creep back at 7-5 late
into the third.
BG hung tough, however, while senior Nelson
Emerson capped the game with an empty-net
goal with nine seconds left, securing his first
hat trick since November 1988.
One of the keys for the Falcons was the goaltending of Paul Connell. The senior thwarted

close-range Husky chances early on and played
well for the rest of the game, registering 27
saves.
"I thought he played well last series against
Illinois-Chicago and he deserved the chance to
play again," York said.
Friday's contest saw the Falcons struggle
offensively throughout. Nonetheless, they
mustered a Marc Potvin goal with 3:13 remaining to send it into overtime.
But SCSU's Chris Scheid connected from 70
feet away only 29 seconds into the extra period,
handing BG its first defeat since losing to Lake
Superior, 11-2, on Jan. 26.
Along with the fine play of SCSU netminder
Mike O'Hara, York noted his team's ineffectiveness on the offensive end.
"Friday, O'Hara shut us down," said York.
"And we were not getting the eood support from
the players without the puck that we had Saturday."
Overall, York said the weekend was beneficial for the team, not so much in a preparatory
sense, but from a team unity standpoint.
"It was good for us. To go away on trips and
do some things help our cohesion as the team,"
York said. "It gets us together for three or four
days."

Gymnasts, records fall at Pitt
by Mike Mominey
sports writer

Losing isn't always everything.
The Bowling Green women's
gymnastics team may have lost
their meet against Pittsburgh
this weekend, but they have certainly not lost their selfconfidence or momentum.
The Falcons lost ttvir third
dual meet of the season Saturday night, 181.9-183.55, but head
coach Charles Simpson said the
team's performance coupled
with setting two school records
really made the trip worthwhile.
"It was a good weekend for us
even though we lost the meet.
We broke a few school records
and I'm very happy with that,"
he said. "Pitt was a very strong

team, and we anticipated that.
We were ahead after two events
(uneven bars and vault) but
they came back with the best
balance beam set I've ever
seen."
Competing on the uneven bars
in their first event, the Falcons
came through with three scores
of 9.0 or better. Junior Meg Griffin tied for third place with a 9.1,
and fellow junior Kirstin Scott
and sophomore Mary Beth Friel
both tallied a 9.0, good enough
for sixth.
On the vault, the strongest
event for the Falcons, five BG
gymnasts placed. Junior Kim
Crawford took first place honors
with a 9.55, setting a new school
record. Friel took second place
with a 9.45, and sophomore
Kathy Altonen ana Scott tied for
third place (9.3). Freshman Ro-

bin Wall (9.25) finished tied for
sixth.
"We're going to have to be a
little stronger on our bars — our
vault was tremendous," Friel
said. "Scoring a 181.9 still isn't
our best though. If we could get
everyone to nit their routines,
there would be some incredible
scores."
Leading 91.55-90.95 going into
the floor exercise, the Falcons
would need to turn it up a notch
after facing an almost no-win
situation. Sophomore Lisa Bondelier, the first BG gymnast to
compete in the event, suffered a
knee injury on one of her tumbling passes.
Friel came through with a
second place finish with a score
of 9.45. Crawford tied for fourth
D See Gymnasts, page 9.
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Senior Bonner, frosh
Kennedy lift Falcons
by Charles Toil
assistant sports editor

YPSILANTI, Mich. — Three
years and 29 points weren't the
only things separating center
Angle Bonner from point guard
Jenny Kennedy after Saturday's
8M7 comeback victory over
Eastern Michigan.
How about 22 minutes of playing time, nine rebounds, a
blocked shot and, for good
measure, eight inches of height.
Saturday, Bonner was the
carpenter who built the foundation, while Kennedy was the apprentice who carried the hammer and nails and was just glad
to be working.
Huge differences indeed, but
without either one the women's
basketball team rides home on
the icy roads of Michigan and
Ohio with its third-straight loss.
The senior Bonner played one
of her best games of the season,
scoring 31 points from as many
different angles as humanly
possible. Kennedy's lone points
came on a eight-foot jumper
daring crunch time in the midst
of the comeback.
While Kennedy's numbers
(two points, one assist) aren't
going to win her Mid-American
Conference player of the week
honors — which Bonner won last
week — her play off the bench
played a key role in the Falcon
comeback.

Campus

Bonner
Kennedy
With 15:02 left, Kennedy entered the game for the first time,
replacing struggling Wanda
Lyle with the Falcons down
5W7.
Her insertion gave the Falcons two seniors — Bonner and
Tecca Thompson —and three
freshmen — Kennedy, Andrea
Nordmann and Judit Lendway
— on the floor.
Not what would be called a
nice blend of youth and experience, more like the veterans and
the inexperienced.
But at that point, BG coach
Fran Voll needed to shake things
up.
The Falcons scored only 29
points and committed 14 turnovers in the first half and things
weren't getting any better in the
second half.
That is when he utilized something the Falcons haven't used
much this season — the full
court press.
"We got out of character a
little bit in that we played more
of the court," said voll, who won
for the 16th-straight time over

Over 80 Imported Beers

PollyeyeS "A Gathering Place"
352-9638 or 354-0056
440

"Jazz Night"

E Court:

With Nike Petroilno. Chris Berger, & Dan Faehnle
Every Tuesday 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Come & listen or bring your instrument & join in I
I ree Delivery • Salads •

Eastern. "We did not limit ourselves to half court and made a
transition out of our defense."
The press proved to be the
perfect call for the mix-andmatch lineup.
Eastern committed nine of its
15 turnovers against the press
and the Falcons slowly crept
back into the game.
It was during this time Bonner
and Kennedy turned it up another notch.
Bonner scored 16 points during the strech run and used her
height to an advantage up front
in the press.
Her basket with 6:08 left tied
the game for the first time in the
halfT 59-59. Later, she tied the
score again when with 1:15 left
Traci Gorman drove the lane
and dished it off to her for an
easylayup.
Her final score with 15 seconds
left put the Falcons up for good,

Most of Bonner's shots came
from impossible angles with
more than one Huron covering
her.
"I don't know how some of
those went in. I'm just glad they
did," the 6-foot-2 center said. "I
was off-balance and falling. I
just tried to keep my arms
straight at least because my
body was going everywhere."
Kennedy, on the other hand,
ran the offense like an experienced veteran in a time the Talcons needed it the most. She repeatedly brought the ball up
against hounding pressure from
Eastern point guards LaTonya
Watson or Reeshema Wood.
Her passes were crisp and
quick to the wings or underneath
to Bonner. And: with time running out, her defense on Watson's drive to the basket forced
theshot tobounce offthe rim
as the buzzer sounded.
"I always feel I can make a
difference on the team and this
D See Women, page 9.

BG
Goinfl CIp
News/John Grleshop
Junior guard Derek Kizer prepares to shoot a layup in BG's 65-60 overtime victory on Saturday. Klier
scored a career-high 13 points and made a key steal at the end of regulation. BG head coach Jim Larranaga said Kizer played the best game of his career.
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looked completely fooled as BG
was taking errant Huron passes
and turning them into easy
points.
"It (the press) shook things
loose." Voll said. "We changed
our character a little bit in that
we played the whole court and
didn't limit ourselves to just half
of the court. They seemed unsure how to attack the pressure
we threw at them."
EMU head coach Cheryl Getz
said no one on her team stepped
forward and took control of the
game at that point.
"We didn't handle the press
very well today," she said. "We
'weren't very bright and there's
no excuse for that. We've faced
full-court presses before.
' 'We needed to find someone to
play defense on Bonner and nobody did," Getz added.
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BG icers prepared
for CCHA playoffs
The Bowling Green hockey
team will begin preparation
for the "second season" this
week.
After closing out the season
with a non-conference split
with St.
Cloud (2-3,
8-5), the
Falcons —
who finished third
in the regular season
— will begin
the postseason this
weekend by
hosting Ohio State in the
quarterfinals of the CCHA
tournament.
BG comes into the bestof-three series boasting a 15-3
record in first round series
play since the CCHA went to
its current format.
Although the Falcons have
won three-of-four games with
the Buckeyes this season.
senior co-captain Kevin Dan!
points out nothing is for sure
in the playoffs.
"It's the start of the second
season and anything can happen," he said. "Every game
will be hard fought."
In other first round matchups, first-place Michigan
State will host eighth place
Ferris State, second-place
Lake Superior will play host
to Miami and fourth place
Michigan will play Western
Michigan in Ann Arbor.
The winners of these respected series' will then move
onto Joe Louis Arena March
10-11 for the CCHA semifinals
and finals.

a a a

The CCHA announced its

All-Rookie team and the Falcons are represented by Brett
Harkins, from Strongsville,
O. Harkins has been one of
the offensive strengths for the
Falcons by scoring 48 points
— 10 of them on goals.
He has put up these numbers by being one of the more
consistent players on the
team, having scored a point
in 27 of the 35 contests he
played.
Freshman goaltender Angelo Libertucci also received
votes in the balloting.
The CCHA Rookie of the
Year will be announced at the
CCHA banquet on March 9.
Other members of the AllRookie team include Lake
Superior's Doug Weight (16
goals-44 assists-oO points) and
Michigan's Dave Roberts
(19-29-48) at forwards. On defense, Glenn Painter of Ohio
State (11-27-38) and Patrick
Neaton of Michigan (3-20-23)
Sot the nod along the bluene. Lake Superior's Darrin
Madeley (16-4-1, 2.42 goals
against average) was the
goalie.
D D D

The final NCAA hockey poll
has been released and the
Falcons hold down the 11th
spot with a 23-13-2 record.
The top 10 is from top
down: Michigan State, Wisconsin, Boston College, Lake
Superior, Maine, Colgate,
North Dakota, Providence,
Boston University and Minnesota.
Rounding out the top 15
after BG are Michigan,
Clarkson, RPI and Northern
Michigan. Alaska-Anchorage
also received votes.

Swimmers fourth at MAC
Senior Williams wins third-straight 50-yard title
by Steve Easlon
sports writer

The women's swim team had
its best performance as individuals but only were able to accumulate 531 points as a team,
placing them fourth out of five
teams in the Mid-American Conference Championships this past
weekend at Eastern Michigan.
Ohio University met pre-meet
ations as the favorite by
896 points and Miami
T second with 747 points.
Ball State nipped the Falcons for
the third-place spot as they
compiled 545 points, while host
school EMU finished last with
413 points.
Snari Williams was the only
individual winner for BG as she
captured the 50-yard freestyle
for the third consecutive year.
Her time of 23.75 was only .03
seconds off her school record
and it made her the second
swimmer in MAC history to earn
three league titles. Williams has
lost only one 50-yard event in
MAC dual meets during her
four-year career at BG.
Despite not winning any other
events, the Falcon swimmers
did break some school records
during the meet.
The 400 medlay relay team of

D Continued from page 7.
Someday, anyday, he'd like to
do the same with Calvin Johnson.
"He can't walk. He can't move
on his left side. They say with a
lot of rehabilitation he might be
able to walk again and get all his
senses back," ne said. But he's

talking pretty good. He knows
everybody. He didn't lose his
memory.
"I have high hopes for him to
come back out and play some
ball with me."
That would be a dream come
true.
Andy Woodard is sports editor
of The News.

"I have never done anything in
my life that had such an impact
on my life as the Summer Nantes
Program in France."
-Tim Shafer, Senior International
Officer, Bank One.
For more information call Dr. Chittle
372-8180
352-6012
Informational Meeting February 27,
9:00 p.m. 1000BAA
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However, the next day
brought a new record-holder in
the 100 backstroke as the Bobcats' Marcy Kiefer tallied a time
of 57.79 while Reed finished third
in 58.13.
The 400-yard freestyle relay
team of junior Andrea Guidi,
Reed, junior Gina Jacobs and
Williams bettered the the previous school record by almost
three seconds as they compiled
a time of 3:28.44.
Sophomore Katie Thompson
placed second in the 1650-yard

freestyle with a time of 17:06.39
which was her lifetime best and
the second-fastest time in school
history.
Coach Brian Gordon was
Keased with his team's perrmance even though the Falcons only could muster a fourthplace finish.
"I feel we swam our best meet
of the year," Gordon said. "The
girls' hard work paid off, but the
team results did not show up on
the scoreboard."
Last year, the women finished
third in the MACs, but Gordon
has a better feeling this year as
compared to after last year's
meet.
"Even though we finished
fourth I believe all of the girls
gave their best effort and it
showed with their performances," he said.

U Continued from page 7.
place (9.3) and junior Nikki
Condon finished in a tie for sixth
(9.1).
"We had to go with only five
scores on the floor," Simpson
said. "That was one of the things
that really hurt us."
On the final event (beam), BG
would see this meet slip away.
Three gymnasts placed with
good scores, however Pitt
proved to be too much for the tirlngFalcons.
Friel took fourth place (9.3).
Condon tallied a 9.15 tor fifth and
Wall finished sixth (9.1).
In the all-around, Friel bested
the school record with a 37.2.
Kim Trost held the old mark of
37.15 in the 196647 season.
"Considering the circumstances, we had an awesome meet,"
Condon said. "When the beam is
the last event, it makes it really
hard to concentrate, especially
right after Lisa got hurt.
BG hosts Mid-American Conference foe Central Michigan
this weekend.
"Now we have to pull out all
the stops, and just go for it
against Central," Crawford
said.

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
Thurstin Manor

•Campus Manor

•Rockledge Manor

Women

840/850 Sxth St.

a Continued from page 8.

• 701 Fourth St.

was my chance to prove it. It
was now or never, Kennedy
said. "I just wanted to bring the
team up.
"Thev were getting open for
me and that really helps. (Bonner) was working hard to get
open, so I figured I better get it
to her."
Bonner said Kennedy gave the
Falcons a needed boost.

Woodard

freshman Jodv Reed, sophomore Tricia Klasmeier, freshman Jill Bowers and Williams
shattered the previous school
record by four seconds by finishing with a time of 3:53.10.
Reed equalled the MAC record
and broke the school mark when
she recorded a time of 58.08 in
the 100-yard backstroke in the
first leg of the relay.

Gymnasts

"I think she had it in her mind
when she came in that she was
going to see the open person,"
Bonner said. "She was seeing
everybody everywhere and
that's what we needed."

• 615 Second St.
• 313-317 N. Main St.
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Simon3534803orQeeva352 8299

-

Discover Europe and earn 6 credit hm
Summer Study Program In France
Claaaea are In EngHeh
* Or Che/lea Chittle w* tad about program
TUBS. Fab 27. 9pm
Rm ! 000 BA BKJg
For more information
Dr CNTOe 2-8180 or 352-6012
It you are a diabetic and need someone to talk
to. ttna Tuaa Fab 27 at 7pm in the Health
Canter Lobby there wd be s mealing for daba■ca to meet each other If you are diabetic and
are Iraaroeted In a support group ca* Bryan at
3634256.
e YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 5.
1890 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1SSO. PLEASE PLACE
YOUR OROER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2851 r YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN,
YOU WLL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
now evaaabk. m 319 or 30 2
Weat rial Deadline Mar 2
SJOTICEM ELE ED METHODS MEETING! ALL
STUOENTS who applied for Summer a/or Fan.
1 SSO Ela Ed Methods (EDCI 350. 351. 352.
363. 36S. 3561 are expected to attend thai
raaearig.Tuesday, March 13, 4:00pm. IIS Ed.
•a*.
BE THERE!!
PANEL DISCUSSION
Wad Fab 288:30
Faculty Lounge
on Romance a ReeponsibKty
Anyone Welcome
PHI ALPHA DELTA members
Meeting Tuaa Fab 27
7 30pmin 110BA
Ckinoratuaoona Mock Trial!
»M PIIYHCAL THERAPY MAJORS:
We're ryaawhanfl a dub tor you! Coma loin
M on Tuaaday. February 27 Hi 112 BA at
Jean Schackan ol the Michigan Farm
r Mlnlatry Coalition w* apeak on the
Boycott Tuaa Fab 27m In 121 Wast
17 00pm
-Romance a RaaponaMty Weak
Panel Discussion
Wad Fab 28 8 30
F scurfy Lounge
Anyone Welcome

Loat green Mckat at Casskry's Thursday Night
If found, cal Jim 364-9616
LOST: Gold 1989 girt s Clay High School ring
with Tammy macribed on it Reward 372-1585

or 372-6602
Maaang Cordless phone taken trom E Merry
apt Please return no Questions aekedl Cal
353-8278.

Mexican Night at Mark'. Is now every Wed.
night Authentic Mexican Food, serving at
Spas.
ATTENTION
FEMALE COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS'
Don't forget about our exciting
FIRST EVER meeting!
Beapanof
"Woman In Computer Scmece."
Our Informal get-together la on
this Thursday. March t
9:15 In the Off-Campus Student
Center TV Lounge (besamanl of Moialay)
If you have any queationa or didn't receive an
Invitation, do not hesitate to cal Shanon M
372-3808/Amy at 372-6723/Llnda at

372-1992

SERVICES OFFERED

CENTER FOR CHOICE h
Abortions thru 17 weeke
Morning after treatment
AN personal and private
Proud to be pro-choice

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal
Express. Typing, Resumes. FAX, copies
Leader In EDITING SERVICES lor
Theses. Books Articles Reports
'RESUMES. Composed a Laaar Printed'
State-of-me-art WORD PROCESSING
Versslle, Ai-Ph.D. Staff
KORREKT SERVICE Ca" 352-8744
Need s caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For Mo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services
REMEDIAL DRIVING SCHOOL ■ $50 FEE
12-potnt suspension. 2-pomt credit
Sat. March 10th. Tiffin or March 24m.
Fremont.ETR Foundation 1-800-458-3873
Typing I 35 par papa 364-0371
TYPING SERVICES lor M types of
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Cal 352-3987 from 8 a m lo 9 p m
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIO
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1400 IN
JUST 10 DAYS!
Ob|ectl«a Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Rales $1400
Cost: Zero Investment
Campus Organizations, clubs frata. aorortttee
cal OCMC at 1 (8001 932-0528 or 1 (800)
950-8472 ext 10.

PERSONALS
COUNTRY BUCK'S PKJ ROAST H
COUNTRY BUCK'S PK3 ROAST I

••ALPHA PWTHETACHI" ALPHA PHI"
Congratulations Pam Silvester on your Theta
Chi paining to ERIC BLUE
"TMETA Of •ALPHA PHP •THETA CHI' •
•KAPPA DELTA ■ KAPPA DELTA'
Congratulations lo our 1990 Rho-Cr»'s
Juee Falg - Tammy Howard
Diana Orcufl • Shay ne Palerdy
•KAPPA DELTA ■ KAPPA DELTA"
A O PI Lynn and Laura
Ware lust a ante contused?
at It Foghorn Leghorn or Leghorn Foghorn?
a why are you lust atandtng there?
Why don't you BUST-AMOVE?
G*W you could make rl to the ROCK'
Luv ya. Shirley and Daniels

BGSU HEALTH FAIR, 1990"
Don't be aril out VTait the Lenhart Grand Baaroom March 1st 1990 from 10:00-2:00.
"MOVE AHEAD STAY HEALTHY"
M'A'S'H
CARPE DIEM' Win s Semeeters Free Tuition!
($1,322) Buy your ticket al I lor SI or 6 tor
S5 from any seeing HSA/HP member.
Chi Omega
"A good thing"
CM Omega
"A good thing"

AOTT • RHO CHI'S' AOTT
CONGRATULATIONS TO AOTT'S FIRST
EVER RHO CHI'S: LAURA WEISE. ANN DOBICH, TERJ COURTNEY, MONICA ZARICHNY
AMD ALTERNATE LYNN LESUEI11

1/2 THE $ $ 2X THE FUN
CALL: 353-IOUR-35J-IM7
MUD VOLLEYBALL

Pickup appecattone at
MSstl Alumni Canter

Chi Omega
"A good thing"

WFAL IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SALES MANAGER AND MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR THE 19IO-I1 ACADEMIC YEAR RESUMES ANO COVER LETTERS ARE DUE ON FRIDAY MARCH 2ND.
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
ANO MARKETINO. AND POSSIBLY INTERNSMP AND/OR CO-OP CREDIT. FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL SILL FORTHOFER AT
172-21M OR STOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
HALL
WFAL WFAL WFAL WFAL
STUCK IN THE SNOW FOR SPRING BREAK?
WELL NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO WM A
TRa» TO DAYTONA FROM WFAL, UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN, ANO STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES. SION UPS AT UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN ANO IN UNION OVAL
ON WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28TH. THE TWO
TRIPS WILL BE GIVEN AWAY ON THE 2STH
AT UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN.
WFAL WFAL WFAL WFAL

March 16lh
Sponsor ed by U A A
MUD VOLLEYBALL
Sound Fun??
Get steam together'
Pick-up apptcaeonsM
Mas* AJumnl Center
(across from Harahman Quad)
Oeodane March 16th
MUD VOLLEYBALL
It aback

Chi Omega
"A good thing"

Pick-up appecatlone at
Meatl Alumni Center

"MEaOMCOUIRE"
OK, OK YOU'VE FINALLY OOT A PERSON ALDON'T GET THE BIG HEADI ISN'T IT GREAT
TO JUST SIT BACK ANO CHILL THIS YEAR? I
WOULDN'T TRADE IT FOR 2 MORE MAC
RINGS! IT HAS DEFWATELY BEEN REAL
AND I JUST WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT NO
MATTER WHERE LIFE TAKES US AFTER BO
(YOU KNOW I HAVE GOT TO OET THE —
T OUT OF OHIO-SMILF) I WILL ALWAYS
KEEP IN TOUCHI 0000 LUCK IN ALL THAT
YOU DO AND REMEMBER ALL THE GOOD
TIMES ANO LAUGHS WE'VE SHARED! WE
DEFINATELY PUT ON QUITE A FEW SHOWS!
PEACEI
LOVE YA LOTS,
"BABYP"

WANTED
CRUSH
CRUSH
CRUSH

Deaoane: March 16m
Sponsored by U A A
MUD VOLLEYBALL

DAVE DEWEY S TERESA NrCOL
Congratulations on your recant arralertngl The
Brothers ol Pi Kappa Phi.
DAYTONA BEACH OR BUST
lor Spring Break 90
Ful Deal $212
Room onry $123
Fight option avertable
Csl Now! Kathy 353-8445
DIABETIC SUPPORT GROUP
NOWFORMINQ
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING Tuesday, Fab. 27
FREE Needle Disposer
Come, or call The WELL at MMI
FLORIDA. WHO NEEDS IT?
00 JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
MARCH 18-25TH
CamplnglSOO-Luxury Villa a. $551
Special Ratee tor Qroupa(4 or more)
DISC0NT8 • DISCOUNTS
GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
15% oft el non-prescnptton aunglassse M Drs
Beatba a Archer, he 1022 N Prospect
Serenget! * Porsche
Ray Ban • Vuamet
Carrera ' Flourescents
Grve your CRUSH e due

C(>K3RATULATIONS!
on getting the Scholarship
to Germany lor 1990 91
'You are my beet international
buddy In this world I cant welt
to visit you in Germany and you-me
m Leningrad Myles to celebrate?
Ich lebe dich! ■ Galena
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S
AND COED VOLLEYBALL - FEB 27 DUE BY
4:00 PM IN 108 REC CENTER 2-BALL INDOOR SOCCER • MAR 5. WOMEN'S SNGLS
a DBLS RACOUETBALL MARCH 6
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: 2-BALL
INDOOR SOCCER
MANDATORY CLINIC
MARCH 5. 6-8:00 PM; OUTDOOR SOCCER MANDATORY CLINIC - MARCH 13: 5-8.00
PM PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT ANO APPLY IN 108 SRC
M'A'S'H
"Moving Ahead. Staying Healthy''
Be good lo yourself i Jom the Student Wetness
Canter as we present "Health Fair, 1990'
Thursday. March 1st. 1990 trom 10-2 In the
Grand Bel Room
JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
We don I sol you s ticket and loroet you
WE 00 WITH YOU
HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN

ADOPTION:
You've chosen the gift ol life for your baby
Please give us the gift of loving a caring lor your
baby We've waited years to complete our termfy The nursery re ready and a big sister la waning Medical and legal paid Call collect S ask lor
Lynn or Harold 419-822-9288

JAMMNI'IN JAMAICA

See you there!

MARKSCHULER
' HEATHER FINFROCK •
"YOU ARE BENEATH ME" AND I JUST
WANT YOU TO KNOW IT (SMILE. REMEMBER
THAT?)! GOOD LUCK TO YOU THE REST OF
THE SEASON. TRY NOT TO DO ANYTHING
TO UPSET THE MAN! -IMPOSSIBLE HUH?
H-'S BELL'S QIRLS! WHO DO YOU THINK
YOU ARE? ANYWAY, YOU FINALLY OOT A
PERSONAL. BE GOOD AND TELL MOM *
DAD I SAID Hit PEACEI
LOVE YA LOTS!
"BABYP"

HOT UPS .
Please meat me at the "Heath Fair" In the
Grand Bearoom Ires Thursday between 10:00
am - 2:00 cm Wei Mem al about the dangers
ol cancer, daabetee. spinal cord ln|ury And ■
wa be tun too! (Don't let Hunlcutl or Hawkeye
IW out!) Frar* Burr*

CALL: 353-TOUR-35J-*M7
KRISTINE.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SWEETHEART!
I LOVE YA MUCH! - BRIAN
Lookout Carolyn a) 211
Happy Birthday Big
Love.

Jan

It'a back
Pick-up applications st
Msetl Alumni Canter

Deadline March 16th
Sponsored by: U.A.A.
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND. CANCUN. MEXICO
From $299.00
RT sir. RT. transfers. 7 nights hotel, cruiee
beach parties, free lunch, tree sormesions. hotel taxes ft more Organize amal group earn
FREE TWP. For more Information cal Ice Iree
[8001 344-8360 or mCl |800| 522-6286
Need cash? Consign your Ike-new clothing ann
earn big dollars Cal Elte Repeat 353-9430
lor appointment 525 Ridge St
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu PM Mu
Vf'a
Keep up the hard work.
We're behind you 100%
Love. The Sleters ol Phi Mu
Phi Mu Phi Mu Pt» Mu Phi Mu
SAE SAE SAE
The Spring 1990 pledge class would Ike to
thank al the brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epeeon for
their support
SAE SAE SAE
Tannlt Player■
Anyone interested in helping to form a Club
Tennis Teem, please eel 372-3750
The Brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau would eke to
warn KrtelWo Brown a Happy Birthday
The Sleters ol Gamma Phi Beta would eke to
congratulate KRIS Breucher and BB Sans on
their recant peering
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would Ike to
congrakaata Lori Roman and Brian Pdonek on
their Gemma Phi-Lambda Chi Pinning
The Slaters ol Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratukrte Christy Prtebe and Ian Frank on
thekGerrwralPlx-AiprieSigmePtillavaserlng
THE TANNING CENTER
3LOCATIONS- 1SBEDS
We honor competitors lower
advertised price - bring coupon
353 3281. 354-1 559. 353-UTAN
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS
CONTESTi PRIZES!
Gym Bag T Shirt Gift Certificate
ENTER TODAY'
Entries an now being accepted tor the
1990-81 intrsmursl champion T-shirt design
Entries must be submitted by March 28m to the
IM Office ■ Room i oe SRC Al designs must be
10 " X 10 " or smaler Designs must be submitted using 2 colors on the background cokx of
your choice The winning eeloctlon wM be
printed on 100% cotton T-shirts.
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL
ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR THE 1990-81 SCHOOL
YEAR. BECOME A PART OF THE LARGEST
STUDENT ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS
CONTACT 108 STUDENT REC CENTER. APPLICATIONS OUE BY MARCH 14
WANTED -STUDENT LEA DERSII
Appscsnons are now available tor UAO Director
positions Pick one up from The UAO Office
(3rd floor Student Union) or cal 372-2343 tor
more kilo Do ft Today! Appaoattons are due
March 8.

1-2 t. grad or ungrad. needed tor summer.
2-bedspt aval May 1 Cal Barb 353-5741.
Brand new Columbia Court Apt
Four weird guya need one male roommate for
Fan 90 Cal Darin at 364-4648 or Mark at
354-5139
COUNSELORS CAMP WAYNE, co-ed children's camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania
6/22-8/21 Great opportunity lor personal
growth! SpaclaRy consekya needed lor. Tanma. Swim, (W S I. preferred). Windsurfing. Ski.
Sal. OaalietbH, Voaeyoel. flaaahal. Softbel.
Soccer, Gymnastics. Aerobics,
Nature/Camping, Chaartaadlng, Computers,
Wresting. Golf. Hockey. Self Defense. Guitar,
Bank, Sculpture. Caramica. Painting, Prtnknaking. Photography. Woodworking, Drama, Pano,
Group Leaders (20 ), General. R N I. Nurses
Aide (21 ). Bookkeeper. Drivers (21 ) Many
other positions On Campus Interviews Tuaaday. March 6th WOMEN cal 516-889-3217
or write 12 Alevard St. Udo Beach, N.Y.
11561 MEN cal 516-599-4562 or write Bx
823. Lynbrook. NY 11583 Include your
school phone number
FOR IMMEDIATE HOUSING OR FOR SUMMER RENT: 1 fmat to lease apartment w/3
other gala on 4(1 St 2 bdrm . AC Mutt be
friendly Only $103 75 par month a sal Cal
soon 354-7926
Looking tor s roommate tor next year?
I'm lookng tor one quiet, non-smokjng roommate to share half the rant of a targe, doea to
campus, one bedroom apartment If mtereated
cal 354-8322
WANTED: 2 rmtea. to share room In house.
Male or female smoking or non house Is newly
remodeled a only one block Irom campus
$147/mo. psjs uhi. ususly tow Cal Matt or
John at 352 0862

HELP WANTED
250 COUNSELORS and Inatn
Private, ooed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountain! Northeaatem Pennsylvania. LehJkan. PO Box 234BG. Kanlrworth, NJ 070S3
[201|27«-O»e|
COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE lor the summer
Outstsnding brother/sister sports campa on 22
mle lake near "On Golden Pond" site seek
staff Al transportation paid Interviews aval.
Cal Roblndel (girls) 215-884-3328, Wlnaukee
(boys) 914-698 1833
COUNSELOR/STAFF FOR TOP MAINE ATHLETICCAMP
Positions available lor general counselors a
speclallli who have strong skaa a aomty to Instruct, coach, or asaest In one or more ol the
loeowing: besebal. tennis, basketbsl. soccer.
hockey, archery, rtteiry art a crafts, lacrosse,
rnarahal arts or waterfront sctrvlties Including:
awlrnrrxng(WSI). easing, water aiding, wind surfing, acuba Magnificent location, beautiful lake
In Central Maine, near Boston Exceoant fadeDee, top salaries, room/board, laundry a travel
aaowance Cal or write: Stave Rubin 5 Silvermine Dr South Salem New York 10590 (814)
533-6104
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MONDAY MARCH

•

Looking (or a fraternity, sorority or student organization that would like to make $600 •
g $1.000 for a one week on-campua marketing
protect Must be organized and hardworking
Jaaraha or Matt at (BOO) 692-2121
Mass's Party Mart haa part-tana aaaaa dark position 16-20 hrarwaak. Must be nest, honest
end Inendry Apply Tuesday Fab 27, 28, or
March t between B AM a 3 PM at 1004 S
Main BO
National Marketing Firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campua promotions for top compareaa tfva school year Flexible hours wrth
earnings potential to $2,600 par semester
Must be organized, hardworking and money
motivated Cal Jaanlne or Matt « (800)
592-2121
OVERSEAS JOBS $900 2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round. Al Countries. Al fields Free alto
Write UC. PO Bx S2-OH03 Corona Del Mar CA
92825
Pt time |ob coach poaMon aval, training
severfy mentaty disabled adults In community
baaed lobe Experience In training IndMduaM
preferred but not required Sand resume by
3-8-80 to Work Training Coordinator. Wood
Co Mental Health Canter 1010 N Prospect.
BG. OH 43402 EOE.

Radiology Transport Axle
Part-time, 20 hrs a was*. 7:30an>11:3Oam,
Men Fn Transport aide wB be trained m M du
Sea Caforvlall Wood County Hoepaet. Human
Resources. Bowing Green. OH 43402 (418)
3648990
nepiaaanlallias are needed to denim aye ate
the latest fashions a cosmetics, experienced or
wd train Write (Include resume a photoa) MarkeUng Plus. Box <8601. Toledo. OH 43823
SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to
work/lve with kids Beautiful location, exceeen!
program, competitive aeianea Cal LeeAnn M
2-6825 or Kartn 1 2-4406 lor more into and
appkestton On campus interviews March 6
Teacher pert-fane to teach Basic Mem thru Calculus Prater some Science background CM
874-3349
WFAL IS «»M»ENTLV ACCIPT»*a APPIJ.
CATIONS FOR SALES MANAOER ANO MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR THE 1980-81 ACADEMIC YEAR. RESUMES ANO COVER LETTERS ARE DUE ON FRIOAY MARCH 2ND.
GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN SALES
AND MARKETING. AND POSSIBLY INTERNSHIP AND/OR COOP CREDIT. FOR MOM
INFORMATION CALL BRA FORTHOFER AT
372-2186 OR STOP BY WFAL IN 120 WEST
HALL
Work 1S hours par weekend. Our company Is
reeking employees to perform unskilled eght
productin work. Currant openings tor a nan
weekend ihlft- 7 112 hours on Saturday and
7 1/2 houra on Sunday. Planl location la only
2 blocks Irom BGSU campus. The rasa ol
wage la 13 35 par hour. N Interested ki Wa
weekend shift, or II you can work at least II
houra Monday thru Friday, call the office M
354-2844 or pick up an application al Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428 Ctough
Street, Bowling Green, Onto.
You can buld extra Income through a part-time
business For appointment, cal Tim or Jan M
353-8898

FOR SALE
1984 Vdkswagan QT I. clean great cendroon
Black $2,800 Phone 372-6827, leave message If no one la mare
2 etrahe tickets to Ft Lauderdale Spring Break
CHEAP For more kilo cal 352-7638
20% OFF ON AU MARY KAY PRODUCTS
UMITED TIME ONLY CALL PAM 352-4915
ANYTIME
Apple Macintosh SE PC w/ rmagewrlter II
printer a soflwara: $2,000. Phone
1-423-8420 after 5:00 pm
Cobra radio radar detector $ 100 Cal Jordan M
674-4400
FOR SALE
HOGAN Comp Optimum slzs recquetbel racquet Like new. $76 obo Cal 353-8989
Gibson custom-Ike electric guitar. Excel, cend.
$1,400 Must sel very soon Contact Jennifer.
353 7977
Loft For Sale
Price Negotiable
Cal Laurie 372-3124
MUSTANG 14ep.. aunroof. perfect
$750 Nag Cal Sean 353-7881.
Nintendo System a 6 games $200. Brought
I at semester: Csl 372-8784.
PETITE GREY LEATHER JACKET. UKE NEW!
ONLY $35 CALL CARLA 354-4842
Rokmd Digital Piano
4500 Sanaa. Brand new. asking $2000 Paid
$3200 362-7101

FOR RENT
• •SaVRENTALS* ■
1 a 2 bdrm am aval
leeaes Cal352 7454

81'2M

12 month leases available May 16.1990
SOB 601 St. • 2 BR house. $460 plus uN.
806 5m St - 2 BR apt $296 plus utj.
262 1 '2 Troop - 2 BR apt $360. plus uH.
424 1/2 S. Summtt-efic apt. $195 pkje utl
Steve Smith- 362-8917.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT8 ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL
CALL TOM 362-4873 DAYS OR 352-1800 EVE
aWKENOt.
EXTRA LARGE. WONT LAST LONG
4 bdrm house, summer. 1 1/2 baths, 1 b* to
campus, al uM6 pd Cal 372 5626
For Rant: 2 bedroom house Great location.
Summer only 352-2932
House lor lease. Summer 1990
5 bedrooms, newfy remodeled
Closest to campus. 372-6406
IMMEDIATE HC4JS84Q
AVAILABLE
Male roommate needed for THIS SEMESTER to
occupy a brand new, furnished apartment.
Close to campus, only $130 par month paje ulilities
Have questions? Cell ANYTIME
353 7888 or 372-4341
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. fum./unfum. AC, aa tow as
$440/mo Heat included raise avaaabie. Ph.
3546038
Need a place for the summer? We need up to 4
sublisnis May to Aug. lor 2 bdrm , turn., w;
AC a balcony Wall to campus, nice place to
Ive Please cal 354 8622 evenings
Preferred Properfsss at now leasing tor summer
and tal Piedmont apartments and many of our
other sstxigs are available! Al rssldsnts receive
a membership to Cberrywood Hearth Spa. Cal
362-8378
Two 2 bdrm. apts. Kan. & untum avaaahts tor
Fal a Spring 1990-91 Summer apartments
turn $ unfurn siao aiiaaahll. VTeage Green
Apartments Cal anytime 354 3»33
Two bdrm. -4 person apts. -BO APT8. 81B,
822 2nd St. 9 S 12 mo leases 362-7484.
After 5pm a wkenda 823-7556
WANTED: 2 rmtea for summsr to share room In
house on Pike St. 2 blocks from campus Only
leOrmo plus utM. Call Cindy al 311 8808.

Preferred Properties
Phone 352-9378
SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
PIEDMONT
HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

